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Introduction
Acute, non-low back-related musculoskeletal pain is common and associated with significant socioeconomic costs. No review has evaluated all interventional studies for acute musculoskeletal pain, which limits attempts to make inferences regarding the relative effectiveness of treatments.

Methods and analysis
We will conduct a systematic review of all randomised controlled trials evaluating therapies for acute musculoskeletal pain (excluding low back pain). We will identify eligible, English-language, trials by a systematic search of the Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), Embase, Medline, Physiotherapy Evidence Database (PEDro) and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) from inception to February 2018. Eligible trials will: (1) enrol patients presenting with acute, non-low back-related musculoskeletal pain (duration of pain ≤4 weeks), and (2) randomise patients to alternative interventions or an intervention and a placebo/sham arm. Fractures will be considered ineligible, unless they are nonsurgical and therapy is directed at pain relief. Pairs of reviewers will, independently and in duplicate, screen titles and abstracts of identified citations, extract the full texts of potentially eligible trials and extract information from eligible trials. We will use a modified Cochrane instrument to evaluate risk of bias. Disagreements will be resolved through discussion to achieve consensus. We will use the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation approach to evaluate the quality of evidence supporting treatment effects. When possible, we will conduct: (1) in direct comparisons, a random-effect meta-analysis to establish the effectiveness of therapeutic interventions on patient-important outcomes; and (2) multiple treatment comparison meta-analysis to assess the relative effects of treatments. We will use a priori hypotheses to explain heterogeneity between studies. We will use STATA V.14.2 for all analyses.

Ethics and dissemination
No research ethics approval is required for this systematic review, as no confidential patient data will be used. The results of this systematic review will be disseminated through publication in a peer-reviewed journal, conference presentations and will inform a clinical practice guideline.

PROSPERO registration number CRD42018094412.

INTRODUCTION
Acute non-low back-related musculoskeletal (MSK) pain, which include strains and sprains, dislocations and whiplash present for less than 1 month,1 is associated with considerable morbidity in North America. The Burden of Musculoskeletal Diseases in the United States, third edition, found that strains and sprains are the most frequent injury type for which medical care is sought and the majority of MSK injuries occur among working-age adults.2 In 2013, there were 2 807 880 emergency department visits for sports-related injuries in the USA,3 and over 70% of visits to the emergency department are because of pain-related problems.4 Management often yields suboptimal outcomes: a survey of 842 patients with acute pain at 20 USA and Canadian hospitals found that 40% reported their pain did not change or increased after...
visiting the emergency department, and 74% of patients were discharged in moderate-to-severe pain.5

Despite the prevalence of acute MSK problems in primary care, a number of studies have highlighted inadequate pain education among physicians.6–8 The availability of numerous pharmacological and non-pharmacological therapies further complicates management decisions. Currently available treatments include opioids, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, muscle relaxants, acetaminophen, exercise, supervised rehabilitation, joint manipulation and mobilisation, massage, acupuncture and acupressure, ultrasound, low-level laser therapy and transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation.9–12

A recently published series of 24 systematic reviews of treatment for common acute MSK injuries13 suffers from many important limitations, including: (1) selection bias due, in part, to exclusion of studies deemed to be at high risk of bias without empirically exploring if effect estimates differed from studies assigned low risk of bias, (2) interpreting results from individual studies as effective if the mean difference in a given outcome met the minimally important difference (MID) and ineffective if not—an interpretation that relies on the unlikely assumption that all patients will experience the same degree of improvement, and fails to consider the distribution around the mean and the proportion of patients that achieve the MID, (3) no appraisal of the overall quality (confidence, certainty) of the evidence, and (4) no statistical pooling of treatment effects. We propose to conduct a systematic review of randomised trials to assess the comparative effectiveness of available non-surgical treatments for acute MSK pain (excluding low back pain) and assess quality of evidence using the Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) methodology.

METHODS

Protocol registration

This review was commissioned by the American Academy of Family Physicians and American College of Physicians and sponsored by the National Safety Council.

Standardised reporting

We used the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses Protocols checklist when writing our report.14

Information sources

We will identify eligible, English language, randomised clinical trials (RCTs) through a systematic search of Medline, Embase, Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), Physiotherapy Evidence Database (PEDro) and Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL), from inception of each database through February 2018. Our search has been refined for individual databases by an experienced medical librarian (see online supplementary appendix). We will scan reference lists of included studies and relevant systematic reviews for additional eligible articles.

Eligibility criteria and study selection

We will include therapeutic trials that: (1) enrol adult patients (≥18 years) presenting with acute, non-low back-related MSK pain (pain with duration <4 weeks or defined by authors as ‘acute’) in an outpatient setting, and (2) randomise them to currently available, non-surgical, alternative interventions directed at pain relief (pharmacological or non-pharmacological) or a currently available, non-surgical, intervention directed at pain relief and a placebo/sham arm. Eligible MSK conditions include sprains and strains. Surgical fractures, non-surgical fractures unless therapy is directed at pain relief, low back pain, neuropathic pain, acute cancer pain, acute post-operative pain, acute dental pain, pain associated with labour and delivery, visceral pain, pain due to infection and headaches will be excluded. We will exclude interventions targeted at the treatment of acute low back pain on request by the study funder, as they have previously commissioned evidence syntheses on this topic.9 10

Ten teams of trained reviewers will work independently in pairs to screen titles and abstracts of identified citations, using standardised, pilot-tested forms in DistillerSR, an online systematic review software (Evidence Partners, Ottawa, Canada; http://systematic-review.net/). The same teams of reviewers will screen full texts of any articles judged as potentially eligible. Reviewers will discuss disagreements to come to consensus, referring to an adjudicator if necessary. We will measure agreement between reviewers by calculating kappa (κ) values to assess the reliability of full-text review, and interpret them using the following thresholds: <0.20 as slight agreement, 0.21–0.40 as fair agreement, 0.41–0.60 as moderate agreement, 0.61–0.80 as substantial agreement and >0.80 as almost perfect agreement.15

Data abstraction

We designed standardised data abstraction forms and a detailed instruction video (accessible at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1IwFJ61K3sQ). We will conduct calibration exercises prior to beginning data abstraction to ensure consistency and accuracy of extractions. Seven teams of reviewers will extract data independently and in duplicate. We will extract the following data from eligible trials into a standardised spreadsheet: study characteristics (eg, the first author, publication year, country of origin and funding source), participant and trial characteristics (eg, sample size, mean age of participants, clinical condition, type and severity of injury, proportion with known chronic pain/condition prior to acute injury, and the proportion receiving opioids at the time of enrolment), characteristics of interventions and comparators, patient-important outcomes (pain, function, health-related quality of life, patient satisfaction, return to work, proportion of patients with relief, reinjury and all reported adverse events). We will extract pain at any
Risk of bias assessment
Among eligible studies, we will independently assess the following risk of bias issues: (1) random sequence generation, (2) allocation concealment, (3) blinding of study participants, personnel and outcome assessors, (4) incomplete outcome data (≥20% missing data will be considered at high risk of bias) and (5) other sources of bias. To assess the risk of bias, we will use a modified version of the Cochrane risk of bias instrument. Our instrument will use the following responses: ‘definitely yes’ or ‘probably yes’ (considered as low risk of bias), or ‘definitely no’ or ‘probably no’ (considered as high risk of bias). These response options have published evidence of validity for assessing blinding. Any discrepancy in the assessment of risk of bias will be resolved by discussion, or third party adjudication if needed. We will contact authors for missing information regarding risk of bias issues and unpublished data (eg, effect estimates without accompanying estimates of precision).

Data synthesis
MSK problems are increasingly being considered together as risk factors, prognosis, and treatments are often similar in guideline recommendations. For the purposes of statistical pooling, we will explore treatment effects of interventions across all MSK problems eligible for this review; however, we will also explore if treatment effects differ by clinical condition or injury severity. Clustering strategies for clinical condition and injury severity will be informed by the trials eligible for our review, which will be reviewed by a technical expert panel, blinded to study results. Treatment effects will be pooled using the longest follow-up time reported, except for pain, which will be pooled at the most commonly reported short-term, medium-term and long-term follow-up times reported by trials eligible for our review. For our review, these categories will be 30–120 min post treatment (short), 1–7 days post treatment (medium) and 3–12 weeks post treatment (long). As such, a single trial could contribute to up to three time points for our pooled results for pain relief. Alternately, trials that reported pain relief at time points outside of these timeframes would not contribute data for our analyses of pain relief.

Methods for direct comparisons
We will pool dichotomous outcomes that are reported by >1 RCT and calculate the relative risk and risk difference (RD), using baseline risk estimates from the placebo arm of eligible studies, and the associated 95% CIs. We will pool all continuous outcomes that are reported by >1 study and calculate the weighted mean differences (WMDs) and associated 95% CIs. We will employ methods described in Cochrane Handbook to estimate the mean and SD when median, range and sample size are reported, and to impute the SD if the SE or SD for the differences are not reported. For continuous outcomes, when studies report effect estimates using different measurement instruments that tap into a common construct (eg, pain), we will first transform all outcomes to a common instrument on a domain-by-domain basis. We will use change scores from baseline to end of follow-up rather than end-of-study scores, in order to account for interpatient variability. If authors do not report change scores, we will calculate them using the baseline and end-of-study score and a correlation coefficient derived from the largest trial at lowest risk of bias in the meta-analysis that does report a change score. We will use DerSimonian-Laird random-effect model for all pairwise comparisons.

Interpreting effect estimates for continuous outcomes is challenging, and we will present the MID for all pooled effect estimates. The MID is the smallest amount of improvement in a treatment outcome that a patient would recognise as important. If we find multiple MID estimates are available, we will use the smallest difference that has been validated.

However, simply presenting the MID risks interpreting all mean effects that fall below the MID as unimportant, whereas we have found that, typically, mean differences of 1/2 the MID result in RDs of about 10%—a potential benefit that many patients may consider important. Thus, concluding that an effect is unimportant requires confidence that the mean difference is less than 1/2 the MID (and perhaps less). To optimise interpretability, we will calculate the RD of achieving the MID for all statistically significant WMDs. Specifically, for each individual study, we will assume that the SDs of outcome measurements are the same in both the treatment and control groups, and that change scores in both groups are normally distributed. We will use the median or mean, and SD of the control group, with the established MID for the outcome in question to estimate the probability of achieving ≥MID in the control group. We will use the pooled mean difference to estimate the mean in the treatment group and calculate the probability of achieving ≥MID in the treatment group. Finally, we will use risks in both groups to acquire the RD for achieving ≥MID.

Methods for network meta-analysis
We will perform network meta-analysis to synthesise the available evidence from the entire network of trials by integrating direct and indirect estimates for each comparison into a single summary treatment effect. We will use a Frequentist random-effect model using the methodology of multivariable meta-analysis to assess the comparative effectiveness of eligible interventions.

Although the assumptions for network meta-analysis are similar to conventional meta-analysis, key extra assumptions are transitivity (there are no effect modifiers influencing the indirect comparisons) and coherence (direct and indirect effect estimates being similar). We will identify issues of incoherence by comparing direct evidence (ie, estimates from pairwise comparisons) with indirect evidence (ie, estimates from network meta-analysis) using
the node-splitting method. In this approach, incoherence is assessed locally by evaluating the consistency assumption in each closed loop of the network separately as the difference between direct and indirect estimates for a specific comparison in the loop. We will assume a common heterogeneity estimate within each loop. We will also confirm the coherence assumption in the entire network using a ‘design-by-treatment’ model. In case we find significant incoherence in the network (highly significant p value from the design-by-treatment model), we will perform network meta-analysis using an inconsistency model. If using an inconsistency model results in non-sensical results, we will explore the network for the source(s) of incoherence and further expand (disintegrating interventions based on differences in population or intervention characteristics) or exclude the node(s) introducing incoherence into the network (eg, excluding node(s) with less than 20 events for binary outcomes or intervention characteristics) or exclude the node(s) of evidence further for intransitivity. The transitivity assumption implies similarity of trials in terms of population, intervention, settings and trial methodology.

It is very rare for a network meta-analysis to establish a single treatment option as clearly superior to all others. Thus, we will categorise interventions according to three categories: (1) those that are clearly superior, (2) those with intermediate effectiveness and (3) those that are inferior. Treatments no better than placebo will be in the lowest tier, those better than placebo in tier 1 (likely intermediate); those superior to at least 1 tier 1 treatment will be judged superior. Treatments will be further categorised according to quality of evidence supporting those estimates (high and moderate vs low or very low). Interventions with moderate-quality or high-quality evidence will be ranked as either ‘among the most effective’, ‘inferior to the most effective/superior to the least effective’ or ‘among the least effective’. Interventions supported by low or very low quality evidence will be ranked into the same three categories but prefaced with ‘may be’ to acknowledge the reduced confidence in supporting evidence (eg, ‘may be among the most effective’) and will be presented separately from those supported by moderate-quality or high-quality evidence.

**Patient and public involvement**

No patients were involved in setting the research question, in developing plans for design, interpretation, reporting or implementation of the study. We plan to disseminate the results of this study to organisations supporting patients with acute MSK pain.

**DISCUSSION**

With the high prevalence of acute non-low back MSK pain, the associated socioeconomic burden and the paucity of evidence on the comparative effectiveness of treatment options, there is an urgent need for a high-quality systematic review of evidence on which to base recommendations. In this pilot study, we will explore the effect of risk of bias on treatment effects. This is important because it can help to identify potentially important sources of heterogeneity. We will also use the GRADE approach to assess quality of evidence for indirect and network (mixed) effect estimates. Indirect effect estimates are calculated from available ‘loops’ of evidence, which includes first-order loops (based on a single common comparator treatment, the difference between the treatments A and B is based on comparisons of A and C as well as B and C) or higher order loops (more than one intervening treatment connecting the two interventions). We will visually examine the network map and where first-order loops are available for indirect comparisons, the quality of evidence will be the lower of the ratings for the two direct estimates contributing to the first-order loop. In the absence of a first-order loop, a higher order loop will be used to rate the quality of evidence. We may rate down quality of evidence further for intransitivity. The transitivity assumption implies similarity of trials in terms of population, intervention, settings and trial methodology.

Subgroup analyses, meta-regression and sensitivity analysis

We will use Cochran’s Q statistic and I² to determine statistical heterogeneity for direct meta-analysis. We have developed five hypotheses to explain heterogeneity between trials: (1) different clinical conditions will show different treatment effects; (2) more severe injuries will show smaller treatment effects than less severe injuries (eg, higher grades of strains and sprains vs lower grades); (3) older patients will show smaller treatment effects than younger patients; (4) longer follow-up will show smaller treatment effects than shorter follow-up; and (5) higher dose/intensity of treatment will show larger treatment effects. We will perform subgroup analyses regardless of the heterogeneity estimates, if there are at least two trials in each subgroup. Moreover, we will explore the effect of risk of bias on treatment effects.

Assessing quality of the evidence

We will use the GRADE approach to assess the quality of evidence on an outcome-by-outcome basis. The starting point for quality of evidence for RCTs is high, but may be rated down based on the limitations in risk of bias, imprecision, inconsistency and indirectness and publication bias. When there are at least 10 studies for meta-analysis, we will assess publication bias by visual assessment of asymmetry of the funnel plot and calculation of Begg’s test.

We will also use the GRADE approach to assess quality of evidence for indirect and network (mixed) effect estimates. Indirect effect estimates are calculated from available ‘loops’ of evidence, which includes first-order loops (based on a single common comparator treatment, the difference between the treatments A and B is based on comparisons of A and C as well as B and C) or higher order loops (more than one intervening treatment connecting the two interventions). We will visually examine the network map and where first-order loops are available for indirect comparisons, the quality of evidence will be the lower of the ratings for the two direct estimates contributing to the first-order loop. In the absence of a first-order loop, a higher order loop will be used to rate the quality of evidence. We may rate down quality of evidence further for intransitivity. The transitivity assumption implies similarity of trials in terms of population, intervention, settings and trial methodology.
review to inform evidence-based management of these problems.

Our proposed review has several strengths in relation to existing reviews. First, we will explore all currently available non-pharmacological and pharmacological treatment options for all acute MSK problems (excluding low back pain) reported among eligible trials. It is plausible that individual acute MSK problems respond similarly to similar interventions, and thus by pooling across individual injuries, it may be possible to provide a more precise estimate of treatment effect. Second, we will update the search to present date. Third, we will use the GRADE approach to evaluate the quality of evidence supporting treatment effects. Fourth, we will ensure interpretability by presenting RDs and measures of relative effect for all outcomes reported, and by presenting our findings with GRADE evidence profiles.

A potential limitation will be the nature of available treatment comparisons to build robust networks for our analyses. The findings of our review will help inform patients with acute non-low back-related MSK pain about their therapeutic options, identify key areas for research and facilitate a clinical practice guideline for the management of acute, non-low back-related MSK pain.
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